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Preface and Acknowledgement 
 
With this thesis a dream has come true. It is the result of a long process in 
which two people have been involved from the very start to the very end. I like 
to thank them first. One of them is Peter Korrel, ‗my best man‘ and partner in 
life, for his help in editing and for giving me all the freedom I needed to 
complete this thesis. He has always been there for me and for our daughters 
Geertje and Carian. The other is Dr. Theo Vermeire, my former boss and close 
colleague, who has supported me throughout the project and who was willing to 
be one of my two co-promotors. I could not have wished for a better guide.  
 
I would like to thank my promotor Prof. Dr. Chris Kruse who was willing to 
supervise the welding of this thesis. His strict and justified comments were very 
valuable for a solid introduction and discussion. I also like to thank my co-
promotor Prof. Dr. Coenraad Hendriksen for his positive criticism, his fine 
tuning and his smoothening of the process. I want to thank them all for their 
patience and their enthusiasm.  
 
Next I would like to thank all members of the PhD-committee for their pleasant 
comments and support during the final phase of this thesis, especially Prof. Dr. 
Wytse Wadman.  
 
History 
How it all started: In 1997 a (Q)SAR project was launched at the RIVM 
department of Chemical Substances and Risk to prepare the risk assessors to use 
more (Q)SARs in anticipation of new legislation on industrial chemicals. 
Through Theo Vermeire I became involved in this project.  
 
At RIVM my colleagues provided me with a warm working environment. Some 
of them I like to mention specifically. Pauline Gingnagel, who was my 
roommate for many years, gave me laughter and in depth discussions on how to 
survive work. Joop de Knecht was a good follow up. With Lidka 
Maslankiewicz I had great ‗(Q)SAR discussions‘ on the bench just outside the 
office. 
 
In 2000 I was part of an enthusiastic group of colleagues with whom I went 
swimming, jogging and bird watching. With them I had many inspiring 
conversations after these activities in the RIVM guesthouse, enjoying Slovenian 
wine. This wine was delivered in a huge red truck from Slovenia for Boris 
Kolar, who was a trainee at the RIVM at the time and who hosted these 
meetings often together with Dritan, Rogier, later with Simona and Mojca. 
Together we felt a bit like Robin Hood and his Merry Men, jogging in our 
Sherwood Forest with the coach Peter Kootstra and watching the birds at the 
Hooge Kampse Plas with Paul van der Poel. Hans Mensink was very much the 
glue of this group, always ready to go and always eager to encourage me. 
Unfortunately Hans is no longer among us and I miss him in many ways. It was 
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during these meetings and conversations that the idea arose to embark on the 
ambitious project of writing a thesis on (Q)SARs. 
 
To improve my knowledge on QSARs I visited the US-EPA, because of its 
expertise in regulatory application of QSARs, especially in the field of physical-
chemical properties and aquatic toxicity. The late Vince Nabholz proved to be a 
walking encyclopaedia on the subject and was more than willing to share his 
knowledge with me. I like to thank the US-EPA colleagues for their support 
during this visit.  
 
To update my knowledge on chemistry I decided to go back to basics and 
therefore I took some undergraduate courses on organic chemistry at the 
University of Amsterdam and this is how I met Chris Kruse.  
 
(Q)SAR publications 
My first publication was on the predictivity of QSAR models in 2003. My co-
author Ruth Posthumus unfortunately is no longer among us. In writing this first 
paper we were especially supported by Theo Traas for which I am still grateful. 
 
In 2003 I met Ingrid Gerner at Lhasa Institute in Leeds where we both presented 
our (Q)SARs on skin irritation. I had focused on literature structural alerts and 
Ingrid on physical chemical rules for the absence of skin irritation and this 
proved to be a sound basis for co-operation. Some months later I met John 
Walker on a (Q)SAR symposium in Baltimore. John‘s focus was on structural 
alerts based on expert judgment. Together we decided to combine our forces for 
a number of publications, which were finalised around 2008. John and Ingrid 
have had great input on my skin irritation publications. I would like to thank 
them both for this very fruitful cooperation. 
 
Also there was my special colleague from Slovenia, Evelin Fabjan. We were a 
very good couple: she did the work on skin sensitisation and reproductive 
toxicity and I managed the publications. Evelin, it was wonderful to be and 
work with you. 
 
Next I wish to thank a number of scientists, who contributed to this thesis, each 
in their own way. To begin with, there was Dave Roberts from Unilever (at the 
time), who taught me organic chemistry related to skin sensitisation on the 
backside of an envelope. Mark Cronin helped me in finalising my publication in 
Chapter 3. Aldo Benigni improved my knowledge on (Q)SARs for genotoxicity 
and taught me that we mainly need an Ames test to assess genotoxicity. For this 
Aldo, you were poorly rewarded with a scary bicycle trip along the dykes just 
outside Amsterdam. Also the (Q)SAR group at the former European Chemicals 
Bureau lead by Andrew Worth contributed much to my enthusiasm of working 
on (Q)SARs. 
 

 

Many of my former RIVM-colleagues contributed to the improvement of my 
writing skills. I especially learned a lot from Marja Pronk who was able to 
reduce my lengthy epistles into one or two paragraphs, asking me if she skipped 
anything. Other colleagues who contributed in this respect are Roel Fleuren, 
Charles Bodar, Sjofn Gunnarsdottir, Jean-Paul Rila, ZhiChao Dang, Emiel 
Rorije, Wim Mennes and Gerlienke Schuur. I like to thank you all for this.  
 
In 2005, with a couple of (Q)SAR publications in my portfolio I seriously dared 
to think of incorporating these into a thesis. Therefore I approached Chris Kruse 
to ask him his opinion on my work so far. After reading these publications he 
was somewhat sceptical. He asked me to write a robust introduction, in which 
these papers could be linked together as a whole and in which some background 
information is given for the interested non-expert. On this condition he was 
willing to be my PhD-supervisor. 
 
In the meantime Betty Hakkert, Emiel Rorije and I came up with the idea that 
QSAR methodology should be used in a similar way as standardised testing 
guidelines. This idea was first presented in Ispra at a QSAR expert group. On 
the advice of Dick Sijm I worked this idea out in two papers: one paper 
outlining the conceptual framework and the other one illustrating it. Together 
this resulted in the Integrated Assessment Scheme (IAS). I enjoyed it very much 
to work with you all on this subject and I like to thank you much for your 
feedback on this work. 
 
To write this framework I spent countless ‗free‘ Mondays at the library of the 
Free University of Amsterdam with my best friend Maxime Look, sharing my 
ideas with her. To explain the idea of the IAS to her I was using a bouquet of 
the three petals of the Arrow plant in a vase. Later this idea became the 
inspiration for the cover of this thesis, which was designed by Astrid Nieland 
and my nephew Lars Kommer. Apart from encouraging me, Maxime helped me 
in editing the rough and final drafts with great patience. She also assured that 
the physical part of the body remained in shape and organised all kind of 
swimming related activities, including after parties with ‗our cups of tea‘ of 
course with the delicious ‗saucijzenbroodjes‘. Thank you Maxime for all this 
help, joy, pleasure and being my partner in ‗buurvrouw en buurvrouw‘ actions. 
On a more tactical level, such as on the in- and outs of going for a PhD, I was 
kindly advised by Wim Hafkamp, Alison Gilbert and Ron Janssen. Thank you 
too for this support.  
 
IFF 
In 2008 I left RIVM to go and work for International Flavours and Fragrances 
to bring the (Q)SAR work into practice by registering IFF substances for 
REACH. Working here convinced me again of the usefulness of the IAS-
approach taken and presented in this thesis. Working for the IFF might have 
presented me with some problems concerning the publication of my thesis, but 
these were dealt with by Patrick Hellewegen. He streamlined the permission to 
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publish my work within IFF and my bosses Joris Theewis and Mark Fukayama 
gave their consent. Susan Joseph provided me quickly with the necessary 
literature copies. My roommates Anne Croxon, Jacqueline Zwiers, Paul 
Weijters and Jean-Paul Rila allowed me to work on my thesis in my spare time 
at the office, by just asking: ―Are you working today Etje or are you just 
hobbying‖? Thank you all for your support and the teasing. 
 
After a silence of five years I proudly contacted Chris Kruse in 2010 with my 
new work on the IAS. He told me that this was a useful addition to the thesis, 
but that he still wanted a robust introduction and discussion. After another 
strenuous time of combining a job and this requirement again, the task has now 
been fulfilled. 
 
Finally I want to thank the people who supported me in my personal life, during 
the many years of completing this thesis. First of all I owe a great deal to my 
daughters Geertje and Carian. Geertje showed great interest in my project by 
inquiring about its progress almost on a weekly basis, which I found very 
motivating. Carian teased me about ‗not having a life for so many years‘ with, I 
think, a spark of admiration and this also encouraged me to press forward. 
 
Next I would like to thank my mother, for encouraging me to pursue an 
education and her pleasure to see me studying. I regret that my father has 
passed and like to commemorate him here. I also owe much to my sister Janny 
and my brothers Hendrik and Cornelis Jan. The families of Janny and Cornelis 
Jan were always there for me as was Peter‘s family. His four sisters Lia, 
Anneke, Tineke and Adriënne and their families have always stimulated me to 
keep going. 
 
Now that my dream has come true, I need a nap.  

 

Summary 
 
Introduction 
In Europe the requirements for risk assessment of industrial chemicals are laid 
down in the REACH-Regulation, which stands for Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorisation and restriction of CHemical substances (EC, 2006). The 
toxicological effect assessment under REACH requires substantial animal 
testing to determine the acute toxicity, skin and eye irritation, skin sensitisation, 
repeated dose toxicity, genotoxicity, reproductive toxicity and carcinogenicity. 
For ecotoxicity information is needed on acute aquatic toxicity for algae, 
crustacean (e.g. Daphnia) and fish. The information requirements depend on the 
marketed tonnages per year and are laid down in Annex VII to Annex X of the 
regulation. The information needed for over 1 through 10 tons are described in 
Annex VII, while the information for substances over 10 through 100 tons can 
be found in Annex VIII, for over 100 through 1000 tons in Annex IX and for 
over 1000 tons in Annex X.  
 
In society concern about the use of animals in bio- and medical research is 
increasing. This concern is reflected in a new Directive for animal testing 
(Directive 2010/63.EU) advocating the Replacement, Reduction and 
Refinement (the 3Rs) as the key principles for humane use of animals.  
 
To address the above concern the REACH regulation has implemented several 
options to use other information than from animal testing (alternatives) for the 
effect assessment. In Annex XI of this regulation it is described which types of 
information from alternatives can be used and which criteria should be adhered 
to. These methods can be (quantitative) structure-activity relationships 
((Q)SARs), in vitro testing and grouping (category) approaches. Weight of 
evidence (WoE) approaches are also encouraged for reaching a decision on an 
(eco)toxicological endpoint. In such an approach, relative weight is assigned to 
different pieces of information and this weighted information is then combined 
in Integrated Testing Strategies (ITS) using expert judgement and/or an 
objective and formalised procedure. 
 
Though the possibility of using alternatives is presented in the REACH 
regulation, the application of these methodologies can cause cold feet to 
regulatory toxicologists in the absence of internationally harmonised and 
validated methods and limited practical technical guidance of the REACH 
regulation. To bridge the gap between scientific work on methods replacing 
vertebrate animal testing and their regulatory application a lot of research has 
been carried out during the last ten years on (Q)SARs and other replacers for 
animal testing. This thesis is a reflection of this research. More specifically, the 
purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether (Q)SARs can be applied 
successfully within a regulatory framework such as REACH and, if so, under 




